
Dear Limo user! 

Hereby we would like to inform you that the General Terms and Conditions for the Use of Car 
Sharing Service (hereinafter: GTC) is changing as of 22nd September 2020. In the frame of 
these changes the following points of the GTC will be changed: 7.1.2.1, 7.1.20, 7.2.8., 7.3.4, 
7.5.9, 7.7.5 and Annex 3. 

We've summarized the changes for you quickly: 

You can now recharge and refuel the cars on our cost 

From today, you can find a fuel card in our petrol powered cars which you can use to refuel 
the cars at any MOL filling station, just call us or write us on Facebook and we will give you a 
PIN code. Regarding electric cars, you can recharge them for free at MOL Plugee electric 
chargers countrywide, just call our Customer Service and they will start the charge for 
you! (GTC 7.7.5) 
 
Kilometre fee change 

After the introductory period, with the launch of recharging and refueling, we are changing 
the km fees. Every rental includes 100 free kilometres, after that the additional km fee for all 
of our cars is 59 HUF for occassional users and 47 HUF for monthly fee users (Annex 3) 

Fees and penalties 

We are introducing the following new items in Annex 3: 

• Breaching the rule based on point 7.7.5 there’s a penalty in case of unauthorized use 
of the plastic fuel card - 100.0000 HUF 

• Breaching the rule based on point 7.7.5 there’s a penalty in case of loss or causing 
damage in the plastic fuel card as described in point 7.7.5 of the GTC - 50.000 HUF 

• Breaching the rule based on point 7.2.8 there’s a penalty in case of late-payment. 

 

Please be informed as well that Annex 1 of the GTC, the Privacy Policy is not changing in frame of this GTC change. 

  

Should You further use the Service following the coming into effect of the GTC, this will be considered as Your 

acceptance of the GTC with the amended rules.  

Should You not wish to further use the Service, You are entitled to request the deletion of Your User Account and thus 

terminate without the need for justification the Framework Agreement concluded for the usage of the Service. The Framework 

Agreement shall terminate with the deletion of Your User Account. The termination request may be sent via e-mail, or via post 

with registered mail to the following address: 

Via e-mail to: info@mollimo.hu 

Via post to: MOL Limitless Mobility Kft. 

1117 Budapest, Október huszonharmadika u. 18. 
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You can also get information about the changes at the info@mollimo.hu e-mail address or you can call our Customer Service 

at +36 1 886 4444. 
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